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The cemetery is divided into Consecrated, General and Muslim Sections. Plots in
each section are numbered to give each grave a single locator. Note there is a
Muslim section in the Consecrated sections (AM).
In the age column, ages are given in years, otherwise with the following suffixes: m
= months, w = weeks, d = days, h = hours and min = minutes.
The C/F column shows if the burial was in a common or freehold grave.
Due to data protection constraints, (eg. Spouses or family still living at locations
shown in the Registers), the address column contains details only up to the end of
1950. Anyone tracing relatives graves after this date can obtain this information
from the Registers at Gilroes Cemetery & Crematorium. Society members overseas
requiring further information are recommended to contact us by email at:
projects@lrfhs.org.uk
From about March 1979 the date of death was included so a column has been added
into the lists for this information.
In some cases additional information was given in the entries and has been added
in a Notes column on the right. In some instances errors were apparent in the
original entries, such as dates of death that were obviously wrong and entries for
General or Consecrated burials in the wrong column. After checking the original
paperwork these have been corrected where applicable in these indexes.
Also included in the list is burial of urns or caskets and scattering of ashes from
Cremations with the Notes column showing additional information (eg. where the
Cremation took place).
Cemetery and Section layouts (where available) are also included on the CD to
assist finding the location of burial plots.
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There will be mistakes, even though all entries have been checked. If mistakes are
found, please tell us.
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